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Targeting of drugs to brain is one of the most challenging issues for pharmaceutical research as bloodbrain barrier acts as an insurmountable obstacle for the passage of systemically delivered therapeutics and
the brain extracellular matrix attributes to poor distribution of locally delivered drugs. Amongst various
invasive or non-invasive methods to warrant blood-brain barrier, nanoparticle is one of promising ways
to administer central nervous system drugs. The concept of nanoparticle-based drug targeting make a
tremendous progress and gigantic era to overcome the above limitations with improved drug efficacy and
reduced drug toxicity. In recent years, new strategies of surfactant coating of biodegradable polymeric
nanoparticles, which differ from conventional methodologies of brain targeting, have emerged at the
forefront of medical science. The non-ionic surfactant, polysorbate 80 as a coating material promises an
unparalleled opportunity for enhancement of brain targeting of colloidal particles. The aim of this review is
to evaluate the potential application of surfactant-coated nanoparticles as drug carrier system for various
central nervous system diseases.
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Drug targeting remains as a challenge for treating
various diseases, as their entry into target is restricted
by various defensive barriers[1-3]. Most of biological
barriers especially blood-brain barrier (BBB) are
complex structures composed of highly organized
populations of individual cells[4,5]. The ultimate goal
of targeted treatment is to deliver the drug at the
right place, at the right concentration for the right
period of time while eliminating or reducing the
accumulation of the drug at any non-target sites[6-8].
An effective targeted drug delivery system requires
four key elements namely retain[9], evade[10], target and
release[11]. For formulations intended for intravenous
administration, this means efficient drug loading into
some type of delivery vehicle, sufficient residence in
the circulation to reach intended sites of the body[1214]
, retention by specific characteristics within intended
sites (i.e., targeting), and drug release at the intended
site within a time that allows for effective function
of the drug[15]. So if targeted drug delivery has been
achieved, the treatment should have been better with
much less side effects[16,17]. The BBB is a dynamic
barrier formed at the level of the endothelial cells of

the cerebral capillaries[18-20] and impedes drug transport
into the brain[21,22]. The existence of BBB and the idea
of these revolutionary therapies were inspired by a visit
of one of the giants in science, Paul Ehrlich in the late
19th century[23-25].
The BBB endothelial cells are characterized by the
absence of fenestrations, more extensive tight continuous
circumferential junctions, lack of lymphatic drainage
and absence of major histocompatibility complex
antigens[26] and expression of various transporters
including GLUT1, LAT1, efflux transporters such
as p-glycoprotein (P-gp)[27] and multidrug resistance
related proteins[28,29]. Due to the unique properties of
the BBB, paracellular transport of hydrophilic drugs is
virtually absent and transcellular transport by passive
diffusion is only available to molecules which fulfil
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certain criteria such as: 1) molecular weight is less than
500 Da; 2) compounds are unionised; 3) log P value of
the drug is close to 2; 4) cumulative number of hydrogen
bonds is not more than 10[30]. The BBB inhibits the
transport of 98 % of all small molecule drugs and
100 % of large-molecule pharmaceutics into the
brain[31,32]. Moreover, even after successful endothelial
cell absorption, active efflux mechanisms (ATP-binding
cassette transporter) may pump these molecules back
into the blood stream[33]. So therapeutic strategies to a
variety of central nervous system (CNS) active drugs
are thus limited.
Various drug targeting strategies to brain:
Various invasive and non-invasive strategies are
employed to circumvent BBB and facilitate the
delivery of the active ingredient into brain[34-37]. The
long back employed non-invasive methods involving
temporary opening of BBB by osmotic opening
or direct administration of drugs by convection
enhanced delivery[34,38] or craniotomy-based drug
delivery including intra-ventricular and intracerebral implantation of depot formulations such
as the Gliadel® wafer, which is polifeprosan 20 with
carmustine implant (FDA approved) indicated for
patients with newly diagnosed or recurrent highgrade malignant glioma in addition to radiation and/or
surgery[39]. Despite extensive research in clinical trials,
the craniotomy-based drug delivery relies on diffusion
from the local depot sites and it depends heavily on
the infused drug concentration and molecular size of
the drug[40]. Indeed, the diffusional distance that can be
reached in the brain using such systems does not exceed
5 mm whereas target beyond this distance remain
unattainable[41]. As a consequence, it is essential to instil
a very high concentration into the brain to generate an
adequate concentration gradient to distribute drug a
significant distance into the tissue. However for many
chemotherapeutic agents, this source concentration
is likely to be toxic to normal brain tissue, leading
to significant side effects[42]. The opening of the tight
junctions by osmotic pressure, however, is a very
invasive procedure that also enables the entry of
unwanted substances into the brain[42-44]. Obviously,
all invasive techniques are associated with a high
risk of complications, such as intracranial infections
or brain oedema. In addition to, these procedures are
rather expensive and require considerable expertise for
administration[42]. A number of non-invasive approaches
that have been made to enhance CNS drug delivery
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include manipulation of drug (chemical modification
of active ingredient to pharmacologically inactive
and lipophilic prodrugs) or delivery via endogenous
transporters (carrier-mediated transporters, receptormediated transporters) or inhibition of active efflux
transporters as well as administration of drug by IM
route[35-37]. However, in the latter case the drug is
delivered intranasally bypassing the bloodstream and
transported along olfactory sensory neurons and the
concentration of drugs in the cerebrospinal fluid and
olfactory lobes do not exceed nano molar levels with
bioavailability ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 %[34]. Even
if the above mentioned techniques offer capabilities
of molecules to cross the BBB and some interesting
results, they also appear to have certain drawbacks
such as loss of the therapeutic effect after linking with
lipophilic moiety or ligand or intolerable adverse side
effects after P-gp inhibition[45-47].
Molecular Trojan horses are genetically engineered
proteins or peptide, a second peptide or peptidomimetic
monoclonal antibody that binds a specific receptor on
the BBB and cross the BBB via endogenous receptormediated transport processes. Molecular Trojan horses
provide a non-invasive delivery of large molecule
therapeutics to the human brain. The Trojan horse
enables receptor-mediated delivery of the fusion
protein across the BBB so that the protein drug can
enter the brain and exert the desired pharmacological
effect[48,49].
Solute carrier (SLC) transporters are widely used
nowadays, which consists of a group of more than 300
membrane bound proteins. These proteins facilitate the
transport of a wide range of substrates across various
biological membranes, which have important roles
in physiological processes. It ease the cellular uptake
of nutrients and the absorption of drugs and other
xenobiotics[50]. A large number of SLC transporters
demonstrate enriched expression in the human BBB,
and the drug transporters with imperative roles in renal
and hepatic drug disposition were expressed at similar
or higher levels in the BBB. SLC transporters in the
BBB play a vital role in maintaining CNS homeostasis
of neurotransmitters, amino acids, vitamins and various
other essential nutrients. These transporters may be
targeted to achieve CNS delivery of pharmaceuticals
for the treatment of neurodegenerative and other CNS
diseases[51].
Over the past few decades, substantial research efforts
have demonstrated that colloidal carriers particularly
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nanoparticles and liposomes placed an interesting
improvement for effective systemic and local delivery
of therapeutics into CNS[52,53]. Out of these treatment
outcomes biodegradable, biocompatible polymeric
nanoparticle made a tremendous progress due to their
low toxicity, enhanced bioavailability, controlled
release, huge specific surface area and self-regulation
of drug release[54-56]. Nanoparticles are actually
solid colloidal particles ranging in size from 10 to
1000 nm. They consist of macromolecular materials in
which the active principle (drug or biologically active
material) is dissolved, entrapped, encapsulated and/or
to which the active principle is adsorbed or covalently
attached, have now found entry into the relevant
specialised encyclopaedias[23,57]. The main benefits of
using nanoparticles as drug carriers include enhancing
solubility and reducing degradation of therapeutic
agent and prolonging the residence time by increasing
the contact time between drug and target[58]. Owing
to preferential accumulation at the target site, the
therapeutic agent might also show reduced toxicity and
improvement of efficacy[59,60].
An exciting development of universal ‘magic bullet’
nanoparticle-based drug delivery system to brain[61],
the key objectives to be considered are size of
particles[62], surface properties as well as discharge
of drugs[63] or the active ingredient to accomplish
highest efficacy[64]. The nanoparticle sizes range
from 10-100 nm is preferred for targeted delivery
in brain, however the nanoparticle sizes less than
230 nm with a polydispersity of 0.10 were also used
for brain delivery[65]. As shown by a number of studies,
surface modification of the nanoparticles enables their
entry into the brain after intravenous administration by
evading BBB and protective mechanism[66-68]. Another
important advantage of this technology is that it does
not require any modification of the drug molecule for
the brain delivery, which is achieved by masking the
unfavourable physicochemical characteristics of the
incorporated molecule[44].
Surfactant-based approach to prolong brain
retention of polymeric nanoparticles:
There is an extensive body of evidence to demonstrate
that surfactant-coated nanoparticles are highly
efficient to target therapeutic concentrations of
molecule of interest to brain whilst remarkably
reducing reticuloendothelial system (RES) uptake.
A study observed that nanoparticles coated with
certain surfactants including polysorbate 80 (Tween
March-April 2018

80, P80) were taken up by brain capillary endothelial
cells in tissue cultures[22,23]. Kreuter et al. first
reported the transport of hexapeptide dalargin bound
to polybutylcyanoacrylate (PBCA) nanoparticles,
coated with P80 in mice model and exert its analgesic
effect[69]. Later they again investigated the influence of
different surfactants on drug delivery across BBB by
measuring the analgesic effect of dalargin by tail flick
test in mice after intravenous injection of surfactantcoated PBCA nanoparticles. Only nanoparticles that
had been coated with polysorbate 20, 40, 60 and
80 yielded a significant effect. The highest effect
was observed with P80[70-72]. Other drugs that have
successfully been transported into the brain using this
carrier include the dipeptide kytorphin, loperamide,
tubocurarine, the NMDA receptor antagonist
MRZ 2/576, and doxorubicin (DOX)[73,74]. It has been
also reported that intravenously injected DOX-loaded
P80-coated nanoparticles were able to lead to a
40 % cure in rats with intracranially transplanted
glioblastomas 101/8[75-77]. Gelperina along her group
showed that very significant brain concentrations of
DOX, 65-fold above detection limit, could be achieved
when the drug was bound to the P80-coated PBCA
nanoparticles, whereas the concentrations of all control
formulations remained below the detection limit[78].
Benvegnu et al. study make obvious that
haloperidol-loaded polysorbate-coated polymeric
poly(-caprolactone) nanocapsules decreases its adverse
motor side effects as well as oxidative damages
in extrapyramidal brain region in relation to free
haloperidol in rats model of pseudo-psychosis[56].
Similarly,
P80
(poly(oxyethylene)-sorbitan-20monooleate) can be used to delay opsonization. Lipidcore nanocapsules stabilized with P80 showed efficient
delivery of drugs to the brain[60].
The study reported by Sun et al. confirmed that
even partial coverage of P80 coating play a crucial
role for interaction between nanoparticles and brain
micro-vessel endothelial cells and entry into CNS on
targeting of nanoparticles to brain[79]. Further in 2008,
Wilson et al. demonstrated that the brain concentration
of intravenously injected tacrine and rivastigmine
can be enhanced over 4.07 and 3.82 fold by binding
to PBCA nanoparticles coated with 1 % nonionic
surfactant P80 whilst reducing accumulation of drugs
in liver and spleen[80].
Another study reported the antitumor effects of P80coated gemcitabine PBCA nanoparticles in vitro and the
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pharmacodynamics effects in vivo on C6 glioma cells
of a brain tumor model. Various preparations (saline,
gemcitabine alone or 1 % P80-coated gemcitabine
PBCA nanoparticles) were injected into the brain
tumor model, which was produced after inoculating
C6 glioma cells into Sprague Dawley rats for 14 d, it
was shown that 1 % P80-coated gemcitabine PBCA
nanoparticles could significantly extend the survival
time compared with the saline control[81].
A study compared the brain tissue concentration
and achieved following intravenous delivery of
pure bacoside-A solution and P80-coated PLGA
nanoparticles. They demonstrated that in Wistar rats
in vivo study when compared to pure drug solution
(2.56±1.23 µg/g tissue), higher brain concentration
of bacoside-A (23.94±1.74 µg/g tissue) suggesting
a significant role of surface-coated nanoparticles on
brain targeting[82].
Gelperina et al.[78] study evaluated the acute toxicity
of DOX associated with P80-coated nanoparticle
in healthy rats and to establish a therapeutic dose
range for this formulation in rats with intracranially
implanted 101/8 glioblastoma. The presence of P80 in
the formulations was not associated with changes in
toxicity compared with free or nanoparticulate drug.
The results in tumour-bearing rats were similar to those
in healthy rats.
These results demonstrate that the toxicity of DOX
bound to nanoparticle was similar or even lower than
that of free DOX. The critical concentration of P80
coating on nanoparticle for maximum translocation
of blood to brain in most of studies was found to
be (1 % w/w)[78]. In some studies it was proved that
up to (2 % w/w) P80 concentration is effective or
brain targeting of nanoparticles[83,84]. In most of
the studies, for coating 1 % w/v of P80 was added
to nanoparticle suspensions and incubated for
30 min with constant stirring and finally lyophilized[85,86].
The targeted polymeric nanoparticle possess
adequate stability on storage. For systemic delivery,
the nanoparticle coated with P80 or PEG linked
nanoparticles for targeting should also: 1) be stable
in blood, 2) avoid the RES, and 3) have prolonged
circulation times[87]. To summarise these extensive
experimental findings, the nanoparticles over-coated
by non-ionic surfactants (especially P80) were capable
of transporting the loaded drugs across BBB after
administration, which supplied tools delivering drugs
to brain.
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Mechanism of P80-coated nanoparticle-mediated
drug transport to the brain:
Several mechanisms have been proposed for the
transport of nanoparticles coated with P80 across the
BBB[88-90]. An increased retention of nanoparticle in
the brain blood capillaries and binding to endothelial
cell lining could provide a drug concentration gradient
and thus enhanced drug transport across BBB by
passive diffusion[91]. P80 plays a crucial role as an
anchor between nanoparticles and the Apo lipoprotein,
especially ApoE and ApoB, which get adsorbed from
blood over the P80-coated nanoparticles[44]. Thus the
nano carriers would mimic as lipoprotein particles
and could interact with and then be taken up by the
brain capillary endothelial cells via receptor-mediated
endocytosis. After this the drug may be released in
these cells and diffuse into the brain interior or the
particles may be transcytosed. Inhibition of drug
efflux transporters especially P-gp at the BBB is also
an approach that warrants improved internalization of
P-gp substrates into brain[18]. A general surfactant effect
characterized by a solubilisation of the endothelial
cell membrane lipids that would lead to membrane
fluidization and destabilization and enhanced drug
permeability through the BBB[88,91]. It is a successful
strategy for prevention or delay of opsonin adsorption
and enhancement of circulation life times. P80 further
act as a lead substance to circumvent the mononuclear
phagocyte system (MPS), consisting mainly of
monocytes and macrophages (e.g. Kuppfer liver
cells, spleen red pulp macrophages), is an additional
step towards elevated plasma and brain level of the
drug[41]. The schematic representation of the proposed
mechanism of P80-coated nanoparticle brain uptake
are shown in fig. 1 and TEM of coated CZP-loaded
PLA nanoparticles with pluronic, PEG, polysorbate
and chitosan are depicted in fig. 2.
The biodistribution of polysorbate nanoparticles
revealed that after intravenous injection, particles with
an average size below 7 μm are generally taken up by
the RES, particularly by the Kupffer cells of the liver[4].
Wilson et al.[80] investigated the biodistribution of P80coated tacrine loaded PBCA nanoparticle for brain
targeting. The concentration of drug in brain, liver,
lungs, spleen and kidneys was analysed after 1 h of
post injection of IV injection. A higher concentration
of drug tacrine was observed in liver, spleen and lungs
with the nanoparticles in comparison to the free drug.
The accumulation of drug tacrine in the liver and
spleen was reduced, but kidneys get increase when
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nanoparticles were coated with 1 % P80. In the brain
a significant increase in tacrine concentration was
observed in the case of poly(n-butylcyanoacrylate)
nanoparticles coated with 1 % P80 compared to
the uncoated nanoparticles and the free drug[41]. It is
similar to other reported evidences. Although all these
mechanisms are expected to work together to overcome
BBB the endocytosis mediated transport is the most
acceptable one. Different drug targeting strategies to
brain are presented in fig. 3. The various brain disorders

Fig. 2: TEM of coated CZP-loaded PLA nanoparticles
Nanoparticles with pluronic (a), PEG (b), polysorbate (c) and
chitosan (d)

Fig. 3: Different drug targeting strategies to brain

and the molecules patented to treat those disorders are
presented in Table 1.

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the proposed mechanism of
P80-coated nanoparticle brain uptake
1. Apo adsorption on P80-coated NP surface. 2. NP binding
to the BBB LDL receptors. 3. Drug release from NPs upon
endocytosis and transcytosis through the BBB endothelial
cells[35]
March-April 2018

Taking all data into account the non-ionic surfactant
over-coated
nanoparticle-based
non-invasive
administration by intravenous injection or infusion of
drug-loaded nanoparticles enables the brain delivery of
agents, including low molecular drugs, macromolecules,
and new biological entities, that cannot independently
permeate the BBB in therapeutically effective
concentrations. Binding to the particles also may
offer clinical advantages such as decreased drug dose,
reduced drug side effects, increased drug viability, noninvasive routes of administration and improved patient
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TABLE 1: BRAIN DISORDERS AND MOLECULES PATENTED FOR ITS TREATMENT
Brain Disorder
Cerebral
ischemia/
stroke
Brain tumors
Pain
Alzheimer’s
disease
Parkinsonism

Molecules patented brain disorder or under investigation
Drugs
Peptides
Growth factors, brain-derived neurotrophic
Deferoxamine, trientine, ebselen, heregulin, cobalt,
factor, interleukin-1, tumour necrosis factor-α,
tetrathiomolybdate, remacemide, nicergoline,
vasoactive intestinal peptide, leuenkephalin,
hydergine, lubeluzole
pyruvate, N-acetyl cysteine amide, lactate
Procarbazine, lomustine, vincristine,
Epidermal growth factor receptor antisense, RNA
temozolomide,dexamethasone
interference
Morphine, frovatriptan, cannabinoids, oxycodone,
Interleukin-1, enkephalins, botulinum toxin,
levallorphan, fentanyl, alfentanil
dynorphin, β-endorphin
Ambenonium, edrophonium, neostigmine, tacrine,
Peptide T, interleukin-1
rivastigmine,pyridostigmine, galantamine
Selegiline, rimantadine, amantadine, levodopa,
Glial-derived neurotrophic factor, interleukin-1,
taolcapone,entacapone, pramipexole, ropinirole
tyrosine hydroxylase

quality of life. The nanoparticles may be especially
helpful for the treatment of the disseminated and very
aggressive brain tumours by fine-tuning polysorbate
concentration but further clinical trials are required.
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